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I went to see "The Founder" this week, the movie about how Ray Kroc rose from selling milkshake mixers to growing the world's first fast-food empire and ultimately claiming it as his own. The title refers to the fact that he went so far as to credit himself with founding McDonald's, even though two McDonald brothers invented everything from the
number of steps required in food preparation all the way up to the golden arches. They also owned and franchised the first restaurants with that name.I am always interested in the way filmmakers portray entrepreneurs. From "Tucker: The Man and His Dream" to "The Social Network" and "Jobs," the filmmaker's re-telling of the startup's story usually
is a combination of reluctant admiration mixed with the perception/dramatic hook that the only way someone in business can be successful is by stepping on someone else (although in "Tucker," the entrepreneur was the guy who got stepped on, unlike the Winkelvoss twins or Steve Wozniak).The Founder" is no different. It is Hollywood's version of
Kroc's story, and people still around from those early days say it plays fast and loose with the truth. Clearly, the film comes heavily doused in the "special sauce" of personal interpretation. But the fact that it portrays Kroc as a textbook American huckster who makes deals with the McDonald brothers only to break them -- something his former legal
adviser insists never happened -- bolsters the impression that growing someone else's idea is somehow not true entrepreneurism, or a less legitimate form than that embodied by the McDonalds.Bull-patties! Did Henry Ford invent the automobile? Did Richard Branson invent the vinyl LP?Not surprisingly, the actual (not alternative) facts show that,
rather than being a classic business bad guy, Kroc simply out-thought and out-saw two idealists whose inflexibility was limiting the potential of the franchise.If anything, the McDonald brothers just made a classic business mistake: cashing out too soon. It seems that the McDonald brothers were financially successful even before they met Kroc. In
1954, their single restaurant in San Bernardino netted them $100,000, or $900,000 in today's dollars. When they took their $2.7 million buyout in 1961 (the equivalent of over $24 million today), they had been retired for two years, owned three homes and drove Cadillacs. The .5% franchise fee was probably earning them over $500,000 a year
(assuming 350 stores and $350,000/store revenue/year). In 1961, the gravy train was continuing to roll and they could have rolled along with it had they not been so stubbornly convinced that changes to their system so compromised their ideals.Invention is fabulous, but it's not the only mother of "successity," so to speak. You don't need to invent an
app or a fidget cube to make it in this world. Real business success generally requires at least two very different kinds of expertise: a good idea or invention, and someone who sees its potential and has the ability to produce it in quantity and sell it to the world. Sometimes, the inventor and the visionary are the same person, but quite often, they are
not. Each role is as essential and as authentically "entrepreneurial" as the other. And contrary to Kroc's dealings with the McDonald brothers in "The Founder," the relationship needn't be one of predator and prey."The Founder" may portray Kroc's methods as morally distasteful, but his form of entrepreneurship, when practiced ethically, is as
genuine as the McDonald brothers' and their Speedee System, and as all-American as the all-day breakfast. And as Kroc might say, there's still a world of opportunity out there for any bright, forward-thinking person who knows a good idea when he hears it. Cast & crewUser reviewsTriviaChris and a group of five friends are left stranded deep in the
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five friends are left stranded deep in the middle of the woods after their cars collide. As they venture deeper into the woods, they face an uncertain and bloodcurdling fate.624User reviews209Critic reviewsMetascore Wrong just became a right!I rented 'Wrong Turn 1 & 2' a couple of nights ago as I am a huge fan of horror films, and I thought that it
wouldn't hurt to watch this even though I didn't know anything about the films. Well, I am glad I watched it as it was better than I thought it would be.Chris Finn (Desmond Harrington) is on his way to a job interview and is driving through the mountains of West Virginia. There is then a chemical spill on the road, so being short on time, he decides to
take a different route, an abandoned dirt road in the middle of nowhere. He then by accident crashes into a car sitting in the middle of the road. He then meets a group of five friends on a hiking trip who include Jessie (Eliza Dushku) whom are stranded on the road. Two people stay at the car, and another group goes for help, only to find a sinister
cabin nestled in the West Virgina woods, that is home to a trio of cannibalistic mountain men horribly disfigured from years of in-breeding. They then make a mad dash for their lives through out the woods, only hoping to make it out alive. But, will the trio let them leave their hunting grounds? This is one of those films which are as cliché as you can
get and the plot is predictable all the way through. But still, I did like 'Wrong Turn'. It had more than just the classic kids get lost in the woods and get killed. There was a little spark to it and I loved the fact that the killers were deformed mutated humans who were more closer to real monsters, than the more routine big bad guys. One thing I hated is
the fact that the actors are so beautiful and glossed over even when they come out of burning towers, running through the wild and their throats are parched without water. But, I liked it & some of you who may not have seen too many horror movies like me may like it.7/10See detailed box office info on IMDbProSuggest an edit or add missing content
While rafting in the Bluefish River area, four college kids are attacked by the mutant cannibal hillbilly Three Finger. Only the teenager Alex succeeds in escaping running through the woods. Meanwhile, a group of dangerous criminals are transported from the West Virginia Grafton Penitentiary in a custody bus escorted by three security guards
through the backwoods. When they park in a rest stop in a police station, Sheriff Carver is informed about the missing teenagers. The bus driver heads to their destination with the guards and the prisoners but a tow truck driven by Three Finger hits the bus that falls off the road. They are attacked by Three Finger and the perilous Carlo Chavez
dominates the guards and the other prisoners. When they accidentally meet Alex, the girl tells how sick and threatening Three Finger is; sooner the survivals discover that Alex is telling the truth. Written by Claudio Carvalho, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Cast - Janet Montgomery , Tamer Hassan , Tom Frederic , Louise Cliffe , Emma Clifford , Gil Kolirin ,
Christian Contreras , Jake Curran , Tom McKay , Charles Venn , Mike Straub , Todd Jensen , Borislav Iliev , Bill Moody , Mac McDonald , Charley Speed , Jack Gordon Director - Declan O'Brien Wrong Turn 3: Left For Dead is Horror, Mystery & Thriller movie. Directed by Declan O'Brien, and starring Janet Montgomery, Tamer Hassan, Tom Frederic,
Louise Cliffe, Emma Clifford, Gil Kolirin, Christian Contreras, Jake Curran, Tom McKay, Charles Venn, Mike Straub, Todd Jensen, Borislav Iliev, Bill Moody, Mac McDonald, Charley Speed, and Jack Gordon. Don't forget to check out more movies like My Bloody Valentine, Case 39, and Carriers on Justdial's Movies Online. Total rating count: 26027
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hiking the Appalachian Trail are confronted by 'The Foundation', a community of people who have lived in the mountains for hundreds of years.Friends hiking the Appalachian Trail are confronted by 'The Foundation', a community of people who have lived in the mountains for hundreds of years.942User reviews159Critic reviewsMetascore Wrong
Turn (2021) Mp4 Download Netnaija Netflix Waploaded Fzmovies Hollywood This land is their land. Jen and a group of friends set out to hike the Appalachian Trail. Despite warnings to stick to the trail, the hikers stray off course-and cross into a land inhabited by The Foundation, a hidden community of mountain dwellers who use deadly means to
protect their way of life. Wrong Turn (2021) Genre: Horror, Thriller Release Date: Jan 26, 2021 Stars: Charlotte Vega, Emma Dumont, Matthew Modine Source: Wrong.Turn.2021.1080p.BluRay.x264.DTS-MT Language: English Subtitle Language: English IMDB: DOWNLOAD MOVIE HERE UPLOAD YOUR MUSIC
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